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SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED 

TASK 5 C0NT.- 

( Assemble and test the performance of blinds and skylight 
inserts ) : 

In the month of July, we completed the energy testing at 
Lawrence Berkeley Labs. The final testing was done with blinds 
in 15 degree position. This is a comfortable blind angle that 
allows for view of the outside while allowing for natural light 
to enter the room. It was found that the energy savings 
are much higher at this angle. 

At zero degree blind angle the savings were 15OW/sq. meter, 
in the 15 degree the heat gain is cut by 225W/sq. meter. During 
the same period the heat gain in control chamber was 500W. ( See 
graph plotting ggSample Heat Flows1g From July 21 to 29 on next 3 
pages) 

The heat gain reduction acheived in tests if used in 
commercial blinds, would result in an energy pay back period or 
one year and nine months. 
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As the tests show, Incrediblind works. It almost cuts in 
half the solar heat gain. With improved reflectivity of the 
surface and v-grooves with sharper peaks and valleys, the heat 
gain will be further reduced. 

COLD WEATHER ENERGY ADVANTAGE 

When it is cold outside, Incrediblind keeps the interior 
warm by reflecting long IR energy from the interior surfaces and 
furniture back into the interior resulting in lower fenestration 
U-value. This is the same heat retention principle used with 
Long-Infrared-Reflecting, Low-emissivity glass such as LOF energy 
advantage glass which saves energy and is a big selling point. 

At LBL test site, we were unable to quantify the cold 
weather U-value reduction because the nights were warm. We plan 
to do this test in winter. When savings are shown to be 
significant, then the Incrediblind could be marketed in all 
areas, not just hot sunny cities. 

We were also unable to test the skylight version because of 
high cost. We intend to have the licensee do this test or have 
the licensee pay the $35,000.00 to LBL. 

TASK 4 CONTINUED: 

After confirming the viability and the energy savings of the 
Incrediblind, we started to experiment for the best way to make 
prototypes of the final design and to establish a manufacturing 
set-up/method for volume production. The proposal on how to make 
plastic extrusions and apply reflective coating is a key part of 
the licensing proposal to potential licensees. 

DESCRIPTION OF FINAL DESIGN AND DRAWINGS 

Final design: 

The design reported in last quarterly report which is 
plastic extruded v- groove substrate bonded on aluminum. 
Aluminum is used as a substrate since plastic is too flexible. 

A clear protective coating is applied over the reflective 
coating to protect against scratches. Fig. 1. 
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Alternate design: 

Incrediblind is between two panes of glass. Using this 
technique, the blind surface is protected against scratches, dust 
and finger prints. Reflective film is applied to surface (2) of 
the outside glass to minimize reflection of outgoing solar rays 
after they have been reflected off the surface of the blind. Fig. 
2. 
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MANUFACTURING 

Figure 3 shows the manufacturing block diagram. 

1. Acrylic extrusion is used to make the plastic substrate. 

2. Embossing rolls make the v-grooves on the surface of the 
plastic. 

3 .  Reflective coating is deposited on v-grooves. 

4 .  Anti-scratch protective film is applied over the reflective 
coating. 

5. Adhesive is applied to the bottom of the v-groove slats. 

6. The plastic is bonded over aluminum slats before blanking. 
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TARGET LICENSEES 

So far we have met face to face and demonstrated the 
Incrediblind ( using laser light to show how light reflects when 
it hits the v-grooves) to the top 4 blind companies that together 
have close to 90% of the U . S .  market. We have also demonstrated 
the Incrediblind roof-window version to Velux Skylight/roof- 
window Company. We are very optimistic about the skylight 
Incrediblind version, since in skylights the blind must not stay 
at a certain angle ( in window blinds the open angle is most 
important to provide view) and as such could be adjusted just 
based on the amount of light you need to come in. This means 
less light when sun is directly above. This is the time that the 
light could be reduced while minimizing heat gain. Furthermore, 
any glare coming off the sky light glass is not a problem from a 
comfort stand point. 

Of the four blind companies we spoke to, Levolor was not 
interested because their company was just bought out ( Newel1 Co. 
) and they lost $50M last year with large lay-offs. The 
president of the company specifically told us their company is 
not interested in any new product development now. 

The two other U . S .  companies are Kirch and Springs home 
fashions. Of the two Springs is more enthusiastic and aggressive. 
We have also been in contact and updated Hunter Douglas. The R&D 
and new product development for Hunter Douglas is done in Holland 
and we are keeping them up to date on the status of our testing 
and development. 



ENERGY CALCULATIONS 

WINDOW BLINDS: 

- 120 sunny days - 6 hours of sun - 250W/ Sq. Meter 
- $0.10 /KWH Energy cost 

120 X 6 X 225 = 162KWH savings in energy / year for 
window blinds per square meter 
of window area. 

$16.20 Annual energy saving / sq. m. 

SKYLIGHTS/ROOF WINDOWS: 

- Since Incrediblind reduces solar gain by 50% we are using 
400W as the basis of our calculation. 50% of 800W=400W 
which is the solar gain thru skylights. 

120 X 6 X 400 = 288KwH savings in energy / year for 
roof windows and skylights 
per square meter. 

$28.80 Annual energy saving/ sq. m. 

Cost analysis of the Incrediblind's final design: 

- 
- $8.00 / Sq. M. cost of extruded or stamped plastic with V- 

- $1.00 max. cost of high temp. bonding agent - $0.20 / sq. ft. for AR coating = $1.80 / Sq. M. - $2.00 / Sq. M. additional process/labor 

$0.45 / sq. ft = $4.00/sq meter cost of reflective coating. 

grooves. 

Total additional cost ( over conventional blinds ) = $15.20 
/ Sq. M. manufacturing cost 

Total additional cost end-user ( contract sales, not retail ) 
= $15.20 x 2 = $30.40 

Final Result: 

For windows: Energy payback period is 30.40/16.20 = 1.75 yr. 

For skylights: Energy payback period is 30.4/28.8 = 13 months. 

Note : 
We are confident that the payback period can be further 



improved by increasing ( up to 10% ) the reflectivity of the 
metallic coating and also improved V-Grooves with sharper peak 
and valleys. 


